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This is a challenging , quick paced defend and attack game , with lots of intelligent in play options to choose from. Regardless if
you like the Two Worlds II franchise or never heard of it, this is just plane fun to play. A great way to shred time on a weak
night.. I'm not sure. I would recommend this game because it is sweet and cute but I bought it on the assumption it was like
super puzzle fighter. Now, although it is because it has the same mechanics, it just doesn't have the cosmetics and the fighting
animations. You just send stars to your opponents. Great game though and happy to contribute, hopefully some updates in the
future.. great game, Hitman Bloody Money in as Russian Assassin vs the Nazi's so if you like Hitman, try playing it and i also
think it's fun. A must have DLC for every Estonian!. This game has HUGE potential. It had me and my friends laughing like
idiots. (Warning: If you're an AMD user there seems to be some issues right now). Feel free to add me if you're in North
America and want to get a game going.. This game is kinda weird, but in a nice way. It's playful, soothing and invites you to
explore.
It doesn't challange you all that much and is quite light on game mechanics, but that is to be expected of a casual and abstract
indie game.
Don't let it keep you from enjoying the bright, colorful world that is Shu's Garden.. EDIT: 22/06/2017: Version 1 of the game
has been released! Excellent game with a full campaign and a lot of good content. The dev is still extremely active and is still
working on a lot of improvements.

I highly recommend this game.

Original review:

This is a very cool game and I highly recommend it. The dev responds to feedback very quickly and seems genuinely eager to
get more. My feedback on the discussion board has been responded to quickly and a lot of my suggestions have been taken on
board. It's great to have a keen dev who responds very quickly to feedback and really seems interested!

The game itself is neat and it's constantly improving. The classes feel different enough and the skills are quite interesting. The
poker-like mechanics make the game nifty and it lets you choose different play styles. Do you safe your good cards for the
boss? Or do you kill the minions as quickly as possible and hope to get more good cards later?

Some of the mechanics aren't perfect yet, but I have high hopes for this game. The game as it is now is rather run. Most people
would play this game for maybe an hour at a time, but I've had several stints where I've played it for several hours at a time
while also watching TV. It's one of those games where you can pause and consider your next move, or your ultimate strategy,
and rarely feel to stressed.

Based on the feedback and the win to loss ratio, I think a lot of people find the game tricky. I currently find the game too easy,
but that's because my brain loves strategic turn-based games like this. The difficulty is often being tweaked and the powers are
being tweaked so it's a really good situation to be in.
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I would highly recommend this game to those who want a light quick game, but also to those who like seeing the big picture and
seeing your characters develop as time goes by.. Within the first chapter I was invested, by the end of the second I was engaged,
by the fifth I was scared of consequences and afraid it was about to end, by the epilogue I was in tears over losses; at the end of
my 13 straight hours of gameplay I am still not done with this game. This story is beyond engaging and truly captures the
essence of what a CYOA game is, the writing is amazing and the characters - despite admittedly being somewhat stereotypical
of a mecha series (Looking at you Hawkins) - really shine apart.. this game is gay, not gonna lie. It doesnt feature the epicest
character ever; Alice. Yeah not enough ♥♥♥♥♥♥s in this game. sorry fellas dont recommend. "STANDBY Soundtrack is an
exclusive collection of 5 tracks made just for the game alone by BlastOne."

Bought the sountrack because I fell in love with the music... Only got THREE out of the FIVE tracks... Please fix.
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This game has a lot of problems: bad voice acting (german accents mixed with american ones); the character is very slow to act;
worst of all - it has a propensity to freeze during loadings (and there is a lot of loadings). Which is a pity, because it gives you an
insight into the dark days of Germany during World War II.

I cannot recommend it.. Ah, a true TS Essential. Usually if a piece of DLC is less than \u00a310, I suggest get it & this is no
exception. It's great value for money and a true bargain in a Sale, but what do you get? Two liveries, countless variations of
trains (2-car, 3-car, 4-car, etc.), custom destination boards and three scenarios.

However, that's not really the point. This pack is pretty much essential if you play TS, or like to create your own scenarios or
download content for the Steam Workshop - many, many scenarios use these and they are just fantastic. The liveries are nicely
done (especially the Blue & Grey), it comes with a ton of features and is... challenging to drive. If you're not used to gears on a
loco, bear that in mind - you'll learn it eventually though and to be honest, it's more difficult for me on the Class 03 but that's
another story.

My Dad say's these DMU's used to be his favourite - he'd travel on them on the way home from School and would alway's try
and bag the seat where you could see the Driver at the Controls & the line ahead. After using this pack quite a lot, it's easy to see
why he liked them. And for the price, I suggest that you don't wait for the Sales to get this. Get it none-the-less - it's just
fantastic!. Park Bound is plain out an amazing game. The freedom you have in the level editor, which is a big part of this game,
is very nice. The main game has one park you can play, but there are other parks created by the community, and you can create
your own as well! One warning: This game is extremely addicting! If you think you will enjoy this game, I highly suggest you
buy it! :D. Seems like a solid game.
Runs smooth and looks good.
Though the difficulty of these puzzles was not worth it for me to continue, I credit the devs for a serious puzzle game, but my
head went backwards to many times...

so I refunded.

Part of me does wish you could rotate the viewing angle, but that's not how it was designed.. Very polished VN, with a lot of
endings and achievements. I must say I like the way it tells the story, releasing information bit by bit and only at the very end
you know the full story. Art style and music is just perfect, entretaining but not too crazy.

I belive achievements are a bit bug, so I won't bother on second or third replay to see what happend, I'm fine with my first
results. To anyone who likes this kind of games, its a solid pick.. I loved this game xD i like the idea of being able to solve
puzzles.. sometimes you get to slove it in your own way :3. This is a very bad Danmaku game; it has almost no redeeming
features. The game feels a lot more clunky than other Danmaku games, the OST sucks, the character design is stupid and they're
annoying. If you want a Danmaku game to play on Steam; DO NOT GET THIS ONE.. Great game design but the hitboxes don't
function so well that sometimes whenever I begin launching balls even directly at a number box, the game won't register which
ends up wasting a turn.. This is more of a demo than a game; there's only a single level that you run a few similar objectives on.
I bought this at 75% off and still felt I payed too much, so requested a refund.
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